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Synopsis of the Process
◉ Find your context for professional development
◉ Identify possible models for professional development
◉ Evaluate models against your context (goals)
Find Your Context
What are your institutional and library priorities?
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Align with local priorities
What are you hearing?
What are you reading?
“
Antiracism means more than just 'not being racist,' but actively addressing 
racial bias and dismantling policies and practices that lead to racial 
inequities and ruptured relationships in our community. In their place, we 
strive to adopt practices and policies that promote equity and deeper 
understanding in our community. Being antiracist is an ongoing process of 
discernment and praxis, requiring honest reflection on who we are and who 
we want to be...    President, Provost, Associate Provost, Nov 2020
In Our Institution
In Our Library
New vision & strategic plan 
Exemplary social justice library
Priority 2
 Advance student learning and research
In service to humanity
Goal 1
Develop inclusive teaching practices
  infused with social justice principles






+ Sustained / ongoing
Identify Models for PD
What are your options for professional development? 
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Forms of PD Experiences










Group + individual orientation
Learning is collaborative, transformative






Book / reading group
Asynchronous training
Seminars, lectures





Closer Look at Collaborative Experiences
Professional Learning 
Community (PLC)






Educators committed to high 
levels of learning for students.




Effectiveness based on looking 
at student achievement 
results.
Practitioners who share 
concern or passion for a topic. 




Measure how members are 
changing their practice and 
improving performance.
Practitioner-researchers 
share interest in studying a 
single topic.




Success of AR project 
based upon completion 
and lessons learned
Individuals sharing a 






Could measure along 
affective dimensions or issue 
advancement 
Evaluate Models 
Evaluate possible models against your context (goals)
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Our Trajectory of  PD Experiences










Group + individual orientation
Learning is collaborative, transformative






Book / reading group
Asynchronous training
Seminars, lectures





Design Decisions to Answer
● Who is in the community?
● What is the community’s purpose?
● Who will be community stewards?
● What will participation look like?
● What kind of activities will the COP engage in?
● What’s the timing for kick off and initial phase?
● How will we know if the COP is working?
Recap: The Process
◉ Find your context for professional development
◉ Identify possible models for professional development
◉ Evaluate models against your context (goals)
Any questions ?
You can find me at msellar@scu.edu
Thanks!
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